APPENDIX A
DMATS PRIORITY PLANNING WORK SESSION
On October 8, 2015, DMATS conducted a work session with
technical and policy members by using results from an online
survey conducted to get feedback from the general public on
the LRTP’s priorities. Appendix A includes a full summary
report of the session.
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Thursday, October 8, 2015
EB Lyons Interpretive Center
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

Introduction
The Dubuque Metropolitan Area Transportation Study (DMATS) is the Metropolitan Planning
Organization (MPO) for the Dubuque Metropolitan Area. The Dubuque Metropolitan Area is
located on the convergence of the state boundaries of Iowa, Illinois and Wisconsin.
DMATS is made up of two committees: Technical Advisory and Policy. Each committee is
composed of local, regional, state and federal officials from all three states. Local governments
include the cities of Asbury, Dubuque and Sageville and Dubuque County in Iowa; East
Dubuque and Jo Daviess in Illinois and Jamestown Township, and the unincorporated town of
Kieler and Grant County in Wisconsin. In addition, DMATS has representation from Iowa,
Illinois and Wisconsin Departments of Transportation; the East Central Intergovernmental
Association (ECIA); Southwest Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission; The Jule Transit;
Region 8 Regional Transit Authority (RTA) and the Federal Highway Administration.
As the MPO for the three-state Dubuque Metropolitan Area, DMATS is responsible for
maintaining a continuous, comprehensive and coordinated transportation planning process
through the Long Range Transportation Plan.
The Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) is a statement on how the DMATS area intends to
manage its transportation system for the next 30 years. Federal law requires the creation of a
plan that provides an assessment of current transportation trends in the area as well as to aid
in forecasting potential changes for the future. The 2045 LRTP is guided by a set of goals,
principles and objectives to ensure that federal requirements are met and that transportation
policies reflect current transportation issues and concerns of the Dubuque Metropolitan Area
Transportation Study (DMATS).

DMATS Priority Planning Session Process
The DMATS Priority Planning session was held on October 22, 2015, and included the DMATS
Technical Advisory Board, DMATS Policy Board, Dubuque Multi-Disciplinary Safety Team
(MSDT), and Transit Advisory Group, Ride the Rail, Trail Vision Group and the Illinois and Iowa
Departments of Transportation. Participants were provided with a list of previously identified
Long Range Transportation Plan priorities. The priorities were identified in a survey (Appendix
C & D) distributed at the September DMATS meeting and to members of the public. Each
priorities was identified by a number and listed on large sheets of paper around the room.
Preceding the discussion on the priorities, representatives from the Dubuque Multi-Disciplinary
Safety Team (MSDT), Transit Advisory Group, Ride the Rail and the Tri-State Trail Vision (TSTV)
presented their respective committees future and unmet needs. (See Appendix E)
The planning session continued with clarification and discussion of each priority. Through
discussion priority #2 was revised and priority #13 was added. Priorities #3, #7 and #12 were
combined.
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Complete List of Priorities
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Transportation projects should support high-density, mixed used development that
helps decrease reliance on personal vehicles.
Transportation projects that place emphasis on maintaining and improving the existing
transportation system rather than on expanding it.
Transportation projects and programs that reduce greenhouse gas emissions and
improve regional air quality.
Minimizing impacts of the transportation system on air and water quality, natural areas,
and wildlife habitat.
Transportation projects that promote healthy lifestyle, like biking and walking.
Projects that facilitate efficient movement of freight.
Transportation projects that reduce the region’s dependency on oil.
Transportation projects that promote positive impacts on low-income and minority
populations.
Transportation projects that support revitalization of existing neighborhoods.
Transportation projects that promote preservation and enhancement of cultural and
historical resources.
Transportation projects that support new development.
Transportation projects that reduce vehicle miles traveled.
Coordinate amongst the three states to plan for integrating technology into the
transportation system.
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Prioritization Process
After discussion of the priorities, participants were asked to rank their priorities, utilizing five
(five) pink dots. The results of ranking process are as follows:

Priorities
Transportation projects that place emphasis on
maintaining and improving the existing transportation
system rather than on expanding it.

PINK VOTE
18

Transportation projects and programs that reduce
greenhouse gas emissions, region’s dependency on oil,
reduce vehicle miles traveled and improve regional air
quality.

13

Transportation projects should support high-density,
mixed used development that helps decrease reliance
on personal vehicles.

12

Coordinate amongst the three states to plan for
integrating technology into the transportation system.

12

Transportation projects that promote healthy lifestyle,
like biking and walking.

11

Transportation projects that support revitalization of
existing neighborhoods.

11

Transportation projects that promote positive impacts
on low-income and minority populations.

8

Transportation projects that support new
development.

8

Projects that facilitate efficient movement of freight.

5

Minimizing impacts of the transportation system on air
and water quality, natural areas and wildlife habitat.

3

Transportation projects that promote preservation and
enhancement of cultural and historical resources.
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After the top six priorities were identified and it was noted that priority #2 “Transportation
projects that place emphasis on maintaining and improving the existing transportation system
than on expanding” was ranked as the top priority.
The group agreed to do another vote on the remaining top five priorities, each participant was
asked to rank their priorities utilizing two (2) green dots. It was determine that the second vote
did not recognize any other front runners in the prioritization, therefore it was decide that the
top six priorities would be ranked in two categories, High and Top priorities, based off of the
first vote.
Top Priorities
Transportation projects that place emphasis on maintaining and improving the
existing transportation system than on expanding.
Transportation projects and programs that reduce greenhouse gas emissions,
region’s dependency on oil, reduce vehicle miles traveled and improve regional air
quality.
Transportation projects should support high-density, mixed used development that
helps decrease reliance on personal vehicles.
Coordinate amongst the three states to plan for integrating technology into the
transportation system.

High Priorities
Transportation projects that promote healthy lifestyle, like biking and walking.
Transportation projects that support revitalization of existing neighborhoods.

Votes
18
13

12

12

Votes
11
11

Next Steps
The group determined the next steps would be to integrate the priorities in to the Long Range
Transportation Plan, setting goals and objectives for meeting the priorities established. In
addition, the group agreed that Complete Streets and Safety would be an objective under each
goal. Based on the priorities, staff will create a ranking process for the Long Range
Transportation Plan (LRTP) and the Transportation Improvement Program (TIP).
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Appendix A

Thursday, October 8, 2015
EB Lyons Interpretive Center
8991 Bellevue Heights Rd
Dubuque IA 52003
www.minesofspain.org
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Lunch will be served at 11:15 a.m.
DMATS Technical Advisory and Policy Board meeting will be held from 11:30 to 11:40.

Agenda
1. DMATS Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP)
11:40 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
a. What is our vision for Transportation
1). Presentation by Dubuque Multi-Disciplinary Safety Team (MDST), Mark
Dalsing
2). Presentation by Bike, Pedestrian and Trail group, Tony Zelinskas
3). Presentation by Ride the Rail, David Solberg
4). Presentation by Transit Advisory Group (TAG), Greg Orwoll
b. What are our priorities/goals for the next 5 years?
c. What are the objectives to meet the goals?
d. How do we weigh the funding for the projects?

2. Function of the Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO)
a. Board Members Responsibilities

12:30 p.m. to 1:30 p.m.

b. Staff Responsibilities

Please call the ECIA office to confirm your participation at this meeting
(563)-556-4166 or (800) -942-4648 or E-mail gkuhle@ecia.org
Thank you
Please Visit the DMATS Website at www.eciatrans.org
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Appendix B
DMATS Goal Planning Session Participants

Name
Patrick Callahan
Gus Psihoyos
Bob Schiesl
Roy Buol
Mike Van Milligen
Ric Jones
Kevin Lynch
Mark Dalsing
Maurice Jones
Candace Eudaley-Loebach
Anthony Bardgett
Anna O’Shea
Dan Long
Doug DeLille
Steve Rutz
Sam Shea
Lori McKinley
Tom Hancock
Katrina M Hecimovic
Tony Zelinskas
Greg Orwoll
Ron Bensink
Chandra Ravada
Dan Fox
Gail Kuhle
Zi Xuan Wang
Jenna Soyer

Title
Facilitator
Engineer
Engineer
Mayor
City Manager
Council Member
Council Member
Chief of Police
Economic Development Director
Director, The Jule
Engineer
Planning and Zoning
District 2
Metro Manager
Jo Daviess County Supervisor
Transportation Planner
Manager
Dubuque County Supervisor
Associate Planner
Representative
Representative
Representative
Transportation Director
Transportation Planner
Project Service Manager
Transportation Intern
Municipal Relations Coordinator
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Organization
Callahan Municipal Consultants
City of Dubuque
City of Dubuque
City of Dubuque
City of Dubuque
City of Dubuque
City of Dubuque
City of Dubuque
City of Dubuque
City of Dubuque
Dubuque County
Dubuque County
Illinois DOT
Illinois DOT
Illinois
Iowa DOT, District 6
Regional Transit Authority (RTA)
Regional Transit Authority (RTA)
SWWRPC
Tri-State Trail Vision
Transit Action Group (TAG)
Tri-State Trail Vision
ECIA
ECIA
ECIA
ECIA
ECIA

Appendix C
Dubuque Area Metropolitan Transportation Study (DMATS)
Long Range Transportation Plan Survey, 2015
The Dubuque Metropolitan Area Transportation Study (DMATS) is in the process of developing its Long
Range Transportation Plan for 2045. To create a plan that accurately reflects the needs of our region; we
need to know what you think. Your response to this short survey will help us determine what
transportation goals and objectives are important to residents of our community, and how they should
be reflected in the region’s plan.
Please take a few minutes to take this brief survey, and remember, your opinion counts!

SATISFACTION
These statements relate to your satisfaction with the operation and planning of the region's
transportation system. Please mark (x) the column that best describes your opinion.
Strongly
Agree

Statement
The region's current transit services can serve most residents'
basic mobility needs.
Special transportation services for the elderly and the disabled
2
are adequate.
1

3 The existing road system is adequately maintained.
4 Congestion of the major corridors is a severe problem.
5 There is adequate infrastructure for walking and biking.
6

Safety, security and other modes are adequately taken into
consideration for future transportation projects.

7 The movement of freight (trucking) negatively affects my travel.
8

Our region needs to have passenger rail connections to other
cities.

9 Transportation improvements contribute to a strong economy.
Transportation costs and benefits are adequately distributed
across the region.
The public has adequate opportunity to provide input on
11
transportation expenditures.
10

12 Waiting at rail crossings negatively affects my travel
The Dubuque Regional Airport accommodates freight demand in
our region
Air service at the Dubuque Regional Airport adequately
14
accommodates passenger needs
Movement of freight through Dubuque using air, road, rail and
15
water systems is adequate.
13
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Agree

Neutral Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Quality of the System
These statements relate to the quality of the region’s existing transportation system. Please mark (x) the
column that best describes your opinion.
Statement

1

Roads and Streets

2

Public Transportation

3
4

Poor

Acceptable

Neutral

Good

Excellent

Sidewalks, multi-use paths and pedestrian
signals
Signs and signals (traffic lights, directional
signs, etc.).

5

highways

6

Air service

FUTURE ISSUES
These statements will help us understand the major issues that our region might face in next 30 years.
Which of the following considerations would you want your elected representatives to give most weight
to when choosing transportation projects to fund? Rank each of these by their importance. 1=Most
important to consider, 10=Least important to consider.
1

Lack of choices in destinations served

2

Aging and deteriorating infrastructure

3

Reliability of our public transportation system

4

Rising transportation costs

5

Increasing distance we have to travel

6

Increasing truck traffic on our highways

7

Development patterns

8

Travel needs for the elderly and disabled

9

Safety

10

Increased traffic /congestion/delay
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FUTURE OUTCOMES
This set of statements will help us understand your values and desires for the future.
Please mark (x) the column that best describes your opinion.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree Neutral Disagree
Agree
Disagree

Statement
Transportation projects should support high-density, mixed-use
development that helps decrease reliance on personal vehicles.
More emphasis should be placed on maintaining the existing highway
system than on expanding it.
Transportation projects and programs that reduce greenhouse gas
emissions and improve regional air quality should be a high priority.
Minimizing impacts of the transportation system on air and water
quality, natural areas, and wildlife habitat should be a high priority in
project selection.
Transportation projects that promote healthy lifestyles, like biking and
walking, should be a high priority.
Projects that facilitate efficient movement of freight should be a high
priority.
Transportation projects that promote the revitalization of existing
development should be a high priority.
Transportation projects that reduce the region's dependency on oil
should be a high priority.
Transportation projects that improve freight movement through the
area should be a high priority.
Transportation projects that improve freight movement through river
and rail should be a priority.

FUTURE OUTPUTS
This set of questions addresses what we should purchase, build, or manage in the future.
Please mark (x) the column that best describes your opinion.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree Neutral Disagree
agree
disagree

Statement
The region should plan and build projects such as carpool or bus lanes
that reduce driving alone.
The region should have a passenger rail system.
Bicycle and pedestrian facilities should be included along existing or
widened roadways.
New road projects should be built in outlying areas to open land for
development.
More attention needs be given to addressing safety on our region's
transportation system.
Corridor preservation for planned transportation projects should be
identified and protected in advance.
The DMATS region should expand the use of transportation technology,
i.e. traffic signal coordination and electronic message boards, to improve
operation of existing facilities.
The region should have a sustainable transit system.
The region should have good system (Water, Air, Rail & road) to move
freight through the region.
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PRIORITIES
These next two questions will help us understand which factors should be considered when selecting
projects and improvements our region should focus on.
A.

Which of the following considerations would you want your elected representatives to give most
weight to when choosing transportation projects to fund? Rank each of these by their importance.
1=Most important to consider, 12=Least important to consider
1
Cost vs. benefits of the transportation projects
2
Adequate bike & pedestrian safety
3
Reduce vehicle miles traveled
4
Promote existing public transit system
5
Reduction in energy consumption (oil, electricity, etc.)
6
Preservation and enhancement of cultural and historical resources
7
Positive impacts on low-income and minority populations
8
Positive impacts on health
9
How well the project supports revitalization of existing neighborhoods
10
How well the project supports new development
11
Improves access to existing travel choices for users
12
Provides more travel choices (different ways to travel) for users
13
Improve freight movement in the region
B. Are there other important considerations when choosing projects to fund? Please specify below.
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The Dubuque Metropolitan Area
Transportation Study (DMATS) facilitates the
programming of federal transportation
dollars throughout the region. DMATS's
policies and priorities direct where this
money should go. The chart on the right
shows how these federal dollars are spent
today:
Based on your own values and priorities,
how would you spend transportation
dollars?
Assume for a moment that you are
responsible for spending $100 of your
transportation taxes. In the spaces below,
please indicate how many dollars you would
allocate to each of the project categories
listed. To ensure the region meets a wide
range of needs, you must allocate funds to at
least five different categories, but may place
any amount of funds in those five or more
categories.
Remember, the total must add up to $100.
1

Bike paths, bike lanes, and sidewalks

2

Maintenance/rehabilitation of the existing road system

3

Bus service (Keyline fixed route service & RTA bus service)

4

New roadways

5

Widening existing roadways

6

Development of a passenger rail system

7

Transportation services for the elderly and disabled (commuter service by transit)

8

Carpool lanes, bus lanes, and park and ride lots that support alternatives to driving
alone

9

Traffic signal coordination, freeway monitoring and other technology systems

10

Safety improvements to existing system

11

Improve Rail, Water, Air and Road systems to accommodate freight
TOTAL (The total should add up to $100)

$100
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Demographic Information
Home Zip Code: ___________________________

What is your primary mode of Transportation?
 Walking

Which of the following categories includes your
age?

 Biking

 Less than 18

 Personal Vehicle

 18 to less than 25

 Public Transit

 25 to less than 35

 Carpool

 35 to less than 45
 45 to less than 55

Which of the following categories best identifies
your race?
 Black/African American

 55 to less than 65

 White Caucasian

 65 years of age or older

 Alaskan Native/Native American
Which of the following categories includes your
annual household income?

 Asian
 Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander

 Less than $25,000

 Hispanic or Latino

 $25,000 – $49,999

 Other

 $50,000 – $74,999

__________________________________

 Greater than $75,0000

Do you have a disability that affects your
transportation choices?

How did you hear about this survey?
 ECIA Transportation Website

 I have a disability

 Other Website

 I have a disabled person in my household

 Newspaper

 No one in my household has a disability

 Email
 Radio

What best Determines your Mode of
Transportation?
 Accessibility
 Availability
 Reliability
 Location
 Cost

 Social Media (e.g. Facebook, Twitter)
 Word of Mouth
 Other
__________________________________
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Are you willing to participate in a Travel Diary Program? The travel dairy program helps us study trip
patterns within the Metropolitan area. The data is collected by using GPS technology on cell phones.
This data is used to make the transportation and transit systems more efficient. If you are interested in
participating, please provide your contact information:
____________________________________________
If you would like to receive additional DMATS Long Range Transportation Plan information and news by
e-mail please provide your e-mail address:
________________________________________________________
Please provide us with any additional comments on DMATS, regional transportation, or the survey
questions.
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Appendix D

DMATS Survey Results for 2045 LRTP
The Dubuque Metropolitan Area Transportation Study (DMATS) is in the process of developing
the Long Range Transportation Plan for 2045. To create a plan that accurately reflects the needs
of our region; we need to know the needs of the general public. Response to this short survey
will help us determine what transportation goals and objectives are important to residents of our
community, and how they should be reflected in the region’s plan. The survey was distributed to
a general population of Dubuque Metro residents and policy members.

Satisfaction
The first priority of this survey was to determine the respondent’s level of satisfaction with the
current transportation system. Respondents were provided with a list of eleven statements and
were asked to indicate their levels of agreement on a scale of strongly agree, agree, neutral,
disagree, and strongly disagree. Responses to this set of questions are presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1
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The survey responses show that more than 60% of respondents agree that transportation
improvements contribute to a strong economy. Around 25% of the responds strongly agree with
Freight effects travel for daily traffic and congestion is a major issues. 60% of the responds
disagree that the existing system is adequate for freight movement. The survey results indicated
positive public opinion in the areas of road maintenance and transit services. In general around
50% of survey respondents felt that the current system is adequately maintained. The results also
draw attention to several areas of respondent dissatisfaction. Areas with higher percentages of
disagree scores were walking and biking, freight, and regional airport not accommodating freight
needs.

Quality of the System
The Quality of system is designed to see how public rates the infrastructure within the metro area.

Respondents were provided with a list of six services that they use frequently and were asked to
indicate their levels of agreement on a scale of poor, acceptable, neutral, good, and excellent.
Responses to this set of questions are presented in Figure 2. The survey responses show that
around 50% of respondents agree that the air services meet the requirement but need
improvement and 40% agree that the highways are in good or excellent condition. The local
roads and streets is the only services that got 10% of the responders agreeing that it is in
excellent condition.

Figure 2
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Future Outcomes and Outputs
In addition to the respondents opinions on the current state of the transportation system it was
also important to discern their opinions on the future of the transportation system. The first set
of questions set in this section was future outcomes. These questions were designed to help us
understand the respondent’s values and desires for the future. Once again the respondents were
asked to disclose their level of agreement with a list of eight statements. The survey results for
this set of questions are presented in Figure 3. For this set of questions the overall level of
positive responses was high. The percentage of respondents who marked agree or strongly agree
was greater than 70% for four and greater than 60% for four of the ten questions.

Figure 1
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The objective of the questions in the future outputs section was to find out what the respondents
thought local government should purchase, build or manage in the future. Survey respondents
were given nine statements and asked again to rank them on the same scale that was used in the
previous two questions. Results are presented in Figure 4 and are ranked by the percentage of all
respondents who agreed with the statement. The data presented in Figure 4 indicates that survey
respondents would like to see more emphasis on freight, sustainable transit system, Bike and
pedestrian facilities on existing system and use of traffic control technology in the future.
Respondents disagreed to build new road projects in outlying areas to open land for
development.

Figure 4
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Priorities
In the next section of the survey respondents were given a list of twelve considerations and
asked rank them based on which they would want elected representatives to give the most weight
to when choosing which transportation projects to fund. One is most important and twelve is
least important. The rankings were averaged and the twelve considerations were placed in rank
order based on the mean rank. Results are presented in Table 1.

Table 1
Questions
Positive impacts on low-income and minority populations.
Preservation and enhancement of cultural and historical resources
Provides more travel choices( different ways to travel) for users
Positive impacts on health.
Improve freight movement in the region
Reduce vehicle miles traveled.
Adequate bike & pedestrian safety.
Reduction in energy consumption (oil, electricity, etc.).
Improves access to existing travel choices for users
How well the project supports new development
How well the project supports revitalization of existing
neighborhoods
Promote existing public transit system
Cost vs Benefit of the transportation projects

Rank mean
9.54
8.54
8.07
7.30
7.00
6.86
6.62
6.57
6.29
6.23

Rank

6.21
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6.00
3.76

12
13

Based on the ranking presented in Table 1 it seems that the survey respondents are interested in
transportation project that will having positive impact on minority and low income population
and preserving Historic and cultural heritage of the region. The responders supported exploring
modes of transportation other than the automobile. The priority that is ranked very low is costs
vs. benefits of the transportation projects,

Spending
The final section of the survey was created to determine the respondent’s views on transportation
spending. Respondents were presented with a pie chart that showed how transportation dollars
were currently allocated. Figure 5 provides the existing distribution of transportation dollars.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Figure 5

They were then asked to imagine that they had $100 to spend on transportation. They were then
instructed to allocate their $100 to ten provided transportation categories. The amount allocated
to each category was totaled for all respondents. Each category total was then divided by the
total amount spend by all respondents in all categories to find the percent spent on each category.
Figure 5 shows actual transportation spending, and Figure 6 shows the survey allocation. The
categories used in figures 5 and 6 do not line up directly, but it is possible to see a general
pattern. Survey respondents were willing to move some funds away from streets and highways
and give the money to alternative modes of transportation such as walking, bicycle, bus, and
passenger rail.
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Figure 6
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Appendix E
Dubuque Multi-Disciplinary Safety Team (MSDT), Transit Advisory Group, Ride
the Rail and the Tri-State Trail Vision (TSTV) future and unmet needs.
Dubuque Multi-Disciplinary Safety Team (MSDT)-Mark Dalsing
 Increase safety measures along Highway 20, JFK, and Northwest Arterial.
 Increases safety measures on the exits and entrances onto the NW Arterial.
 Increase safety at rail crossings.
 As infrastructure moves west, to include cameras to increase traffic surveillance.
Transit Action Group (TAG)-Greg Owroll (DuRide)
 Capital Bus replacement funds for the RTA and Jule.
 Hours of Operation Service Expansion for the RTA and Jule.
 Service Area Expansion for the RTA and Jule.
 Bus Transfer Center.
 Planning (establishing bus stop standards including exceeding ADA, minimum pull-in
space requirement, pavement markings, seating and lighting).
Ride the Rail-Dave Solberg
 Focus on a comprehensive transit system for all modes of transportation.
 Passenger Rail from Chicago to Dubuque.
 For Dubuque to be a part of a much larger integrated rail system which includes rail to
Minnesota, Kansas City and other parts of Iowa.
Tri-State Trail Vision (TSTV)-Tony Zelinskas
Update the Bike/Pedestrian Plan and synchronize the plan with city and county roadway
projects. Advocate for adoption of “Complete Streets” polices by cities and counties in the TriState Area. Increase funding available for bike and pedestrian projects.
Create an integrated trail systems throughout the Tri-State area connecting to the following:
 Regional, state and national trail system including the Mississippi River Trail (MRT).
 The Port of Dubuque River Walk, Heritage Trail and E.B. Lyons and the Mines of Spain.
 From neighborhoods to schools, parks and other points of interest.
Develop trail systems adjacent to the branches of the Catfish Creek-starting with the middle
fork from the Mines of Spain to Bergfeld Park.
Develop safe, paved trails with a corresponding website and maps of restrooms, benches, bike
racks. Add bike lanes and signage to the major corridor for bicyclist between Asbury and
Dubuque and add enhanced signage and pavement markings to emphasize and encourage
bicycle use of urban and rural streets and roadways.
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